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the range of lower costs, the k -NN and MC curves practically coincide, meaning that k -NN does not offer a significant advantage over
the simplistic solution. In contrast, ONN outperforms both MC and
k -NNs. Zero test error is achieved for a subset of cost 0.09.
Table II shows the number of kept specification tests from each test
group in the case of ONN. The third column refers to the best non-RF
subset, which achieves an error of 13 mispredicted devices. The forth
column shows the additional RF specification tests that suffice to reduce this error down to zero. Note that some specification tests in the
best non-RF subset have been eliminated on account of their correlation to the selected RF specification tests. In particular, the digital tests
as well as the tests to examine the lock of the voltage control oscillator
(VCO) have been deduced to be redundant. Intuitively, the latter tests
have been eliminated on account of their correlation to the tests of the
mixer.
V. CONCLUSION
Analysis of historical production test data from an RF device reveals
that specification tests comprise significant redundancy. This redundancy can be exploited to build prediction models for reaching pass or
fail decisions based on a reduced-size set of specification tests. To this
end, advanced machine learning methods, such as the combination of a
multi-objective GA and an ONN, achieve excellent results and demonstrate great potential for reducing test cost through specification test
compaction. For a specification test subset of cost 0:09 2 C (S ), where
C (S ) is the cost of the complete specification test suite, our results indicate that the ONN can predict correctly the pass or fail label of all
devices in our data set. Moreover, this result is considered to be statistically significant since the data set was collected from four different
lots within a period of six months.
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Pattern Sensitive Placement Perturbation for
Manufacturability
Shiyan Hu, Pratik Shah, and Jiang Hu

Abstract—The gap between VLSI technology and fabrication technology
leads to strong refractive effects in lithography. Consequently, it is a huge
challenge to reliably print layout features on wafers. The quality and robustness of lithography directly depend on layout patterns. It becomes imperative to consider the manufacturability issue during layout design such
that the burden of lithography process can be alleviated. In this paper,
three algorithms, namely, cell flipping algorithm, single row optimization
approach and multiple row optimization approach, are proposed to tune
any existing cell placement to be lithography friendly. These algorithms
are based on dynamic programming and graph theoretic approaches, and
can provide different tradeoff between critical dimension (CD) variation
reduction and wirelength increase. Using lithography simulations, our experimental results demonstrate that over 15% CD variation reduction can
be obtained in post-OPC stage by the new approaches while only less than
1% additional wire is introduced.
Index Terms—Boundary pattern, CD variation, manufacturability, physical design, placement.

I. INTRODUCTION
As VLSI technology enters the nano-scale regime, demands for
minimum feature sizes have outpaced the advances in lithography
hardware solutions. This imposes a great challenge on manufacturing
reliability. Currently, semiconductor industry heavily relies on resolution enhancement techniques (RETs) for improving printability.
Roughly speaking, printability refers to the difficulty in obtaining a
good match between the intended image and the printed image in
lithography process. Printability is often measured by critical dimension (CD) accuracy, which refers to the size of thin features (e.g., gate
length) which are difficult to print reliably. Thus, achieving high CD
accuracy means that the printed patterns well match the desired ones.
Prevailing RETs include optimal proximity correction, phase shift
mask, off-axis illumination, and sub-resolution assist features [1].
RETs are effective in improving CD accuracy. However, increasingly shrinking features on the die and increasing complexity of the design overstretch the capability of RETs. This problem aggravates when
RETs are applied to the layouts which are not lithography friendly. Furthermore, RETs often complicate photomark shapes and introduce considerable amount of additional cost to photomask fabrication, which
makes RETs expensive to apply. To attack the above issues, efforts
are needed in all process and design stages. With respect to physical
design, manufacturability-aware methodologies would be performed
to reduce the burden of manufactures. Our purpose is that with more
lithography-friendly layout, the tasks of manufacturers would become
significantly easier and RETs become less expensive to apply.
Previous works on RET-aware physical designs include [2] and [3]
on routing problems, and regular fabric and restricted design rules on
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emerging lithography friendly design methodologies. In contrast to the
above, this work focuses on placement and considers to improve the
printability of a given placement by various optimizations. The work
[4] studies the similar problem. However, it only performs spacing optimization between cells and does not allow changing relative locations
and orientations of cells. These turn out to be important to obtain a
high-quality lithography-friendly placement as indicated by our experiments. Compared to [5], CD variation but not edge placement error
(EPE) is used in this paper since the former better captures the variation
effects than the latter. In addition, a more effective pruning technique
for flipping algorithm is presented.
In this paper, several manufacturability-driven new cell placement
algorithms are proposed. They are dynamic programming based cell
flipping algorithm, single row based optimization approach and multiple row-based optimization approach. To measure printability, CD
variation is used and it is computed using Calibre LFD which considers
OPC effect. To measure perturbation, wirelength increase is used. Our
experimental results demonstrate that over 15% CD variation reduction can be obtained in post-OPC stage by the new approaches with
only less than 1% additional wire.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Distortions in lithography process can be measured by a generic
function pattern dependent manufacturability cost, or manufacturability cost in short, denoted by (1).  (1) is defined on pattern which is
associated with cells, i.e., a pattern could be cells or part of cells. In this
paper, we are interested in the pattern spanning only two horizontally
adjacent cells. Denote by C a cell, by C l the left side of C , and by C r
the right side of C . If a pair of cells Ci , Cj are adjacently placed in
a row, a pattern P Cir ; Cjl associated to them could refer to the part
spanning over Cir and Cjl . For each pattern P , we have a manufacturability cost  (P ).
This manufacturability cost can refer to many instances such as CD
variations, edge placement error (EPE), image log slope (ILS), process
window, or combination of the above [1]. CD variation [1] refers to
the CD difference between the printed PV Band of the feature and the
desired feature CD which can be computed by averaging the CD difference at a number of sample points along the feature length. EPE
[1] refers to the difference (absolute value) in placement between the
printed PV band and the expected feature which can be computed by
averaging the difference at a number of sample points along the feature length. The printability error is smaller with smaller CD variation
and EPE. ILS [1] refers to the amount of allowable dose variation. It
is inversely proportional to the dose sensitivity of the edge position.
An edge can be better printed if its ILS is larger. Process Window
[1] refers to a combinational effect of the allowable exposure latitude
and the depth-of-focus. The printability error is smaller with larger
depth-of-focus and exposure latitude. To illustrate our approaches, CD
variation is used as the manufactilibity cost.
It is important to note the following facts. As a cell is associated with
an orientation, when the orientation is changed (i.e., cell flipping happens), any pattern associated to this cell is in general also changed. In
lithography process, adjacent cells with different spacing can have different printability. This is automatically handled using patterns as the
same cell pair with different spacing will be treated as different patterns. Since the printability of a cell weakly depends on cells at other
rows [6], it is safe to neglect it. Formally,  (P ) = 0 for any P associated with cells in different rows. This is why we are only interested in
pattern associated with horizontally adjacent cells. Given an initial cell
placement, our goal is to reduce the manufacturability cost  through
postprocessing optimizations. Online evaluation of manufacturability
cost for each pattern is time consuming and not necessary. A better
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idea is to compute  (P ) for each possible pattern P offline and store
them in a lookup table for future usage. Various advantages can be obtained with this. Online lithography simulations, which are very computationally expensive, are avoided. This is a key difference between
our approach and those in [2] and [3]. There exists fast lithography
simulations [3]. However, as many runs of online simulations have to
be performed during circuit optimizations, such approaches can still be
improved. As performing a simulation is much slower than obtaining
a number in a lookup table, one could use lookup table based optimization for speedup. As the lookup table is built offline, full-fledged
expensive lithography simulations can be performed. Further, OPC can
be performed to the circuit pattern before computing the manufacturability cost. It is well known that OPC effects are very difficult to model,
however, our lookup table-based methodology can easily handle them.
In this paper, CD variation is used as the manufactuability cost to
illustrate our approaches. In our experiments, the cell library consists
of 22 cells. Our lookup table for manufacturability cost is built as follows. For each pair of cell types, for each possible cell orientation, for
each representative spacing between cells, an CD variation is obtained
by Mentor Graphics Calibre LFD, which is a commercial tool for performing lithography simulations. Thus, CD variations in our lookup
table are accurate in contrast to fast estimation on CD variation. RETs
are often performed to improve the printability in practice. To capture
this, OPC is performed on the pattern using Calibre LFD before computing the manufacturability cost by simulations. Note that other RETs
can also be applied.
As manufacturability cost between cells in different rows is negligible, row-based placement approaches are designed in this paper. Define row  cost for a row of cells as the sum of  between all adjacently
placed cell pairs, and define the total  cost for the whole placement as
the sum of all row  costs. Three types of placement perturbation are
considered. The first type is to change orientations but not locations
of cells, which is called Cell Flipping. The second type allows both
cell re-location and cell flipping. To introduce small perturbation to the
original placement, each cell is only allowed to move within a small
range around its original location and when a row is adjusted, all other
rows must be fixed. It is called Single Row Optimization. The third type
is the same as single row optimization except that several neighboring
rows are optimized simultaneously, which is called Multiple Row Optimization. Our problem is formulated as follows.
Perturbation Constrained Lithography-Driven Cell Placement
Problem: Given a cell placement, to perform post-processing optimizations, which can be cell flipping, single row optimizations or
multiple row optimizations, such that the total manufacturability cost
is reduced subject to the constraint on wirelength perturbation.
III. CELL FLIPPING
Cell flipping algorithm works under the dynamic programming
framework and is carried out row by row. In a row, the location of
each cell is fixed and the orientation of each cell is to be determined.
We define a partial cell flipping solution to be an incomplete determination for cell orientations. A partial solution becomes complete
when the orientations of all cells are determined. A cell is processed
if its orientation has been determined. A set of partial solutions S
keep being updated during dynamic programming. Each solution
S 2 S is associated with a (CE; CW ) pair, where CE denotes
the cumulative  cost for all processed cells, and CW denotes the
cumulative wirelength. CW is computed using the widely-used metric
half-perimeter wirelength (HPWL) on all those nets which do not span
on any unprocessed cell.
Suppose that a cell C to the right of the current partial solution S is
to be processed, i.e., we are to decide the orientation of C . A new solution S 0 will be formed for each possible cell insertion (flipped C and
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unflipped C ). Because all cells are processed according to the topological order, when C is processed, the cumulative  cost can be updated
r
; C l , where Clast is the last
by CE (S 0 ) = CE (S ) +  P Clast
processed cell. The cumulative wirelength is updated by recomputing
HPWL of all nets not spanning on any unprocessed cell. Note that for
a net, CW considers all the cells the net connects, which may be in
different rows.
During dynamic programming, some solutions are inferior to others
and will be pruned for acceleration. For any two solutions S1 , S2 with
the same set of processed cells, we say that S2 is inferior to S1 if the
following two conditions are satisfied. First, for wirelengths, we need
CW (S2 )  CW (S1 ). Second, for manufacturability costs, one has to
consider the effect due to the next cell. Denote by next (S ) the manufacturabiliy cost for the pattern formed by the current cell and the next
l
, where Cnext decell (if available). Thus next =  P C r ; Cnext
notes the next cell. Consider that ith cell is being processed, and the
(i + 1)th cell is first set to be unflipped and then set to be flipped. In
both scenarios, if CE (S2 )+next (S2 )  CE (S1 )+next (S1 ) consistently happens, S1 must be at least as good as S2 in terms of manufacturability cost. The reason is that given a complete solution achieving
the best manufacturability cost constructed from S2 , one can always
replace S2 with S1 to get a complete solution with no more manufacturability cost. Note that the above pruning technique is better than the
one in [5] which only needs CE (S2 )  CE (S1 ) for manufacturability cost. Since the orientation of the ith cell certainly has impact on
the following cell, the technique in [5] could prune potentially better
solutions terms of manufacturability.
Whenever a solution becomes inferior, it is pruned from the solution
set without further propagation. A solution S can also be pruned when
it is infeasible, i.e., its cumulative wirelength is greater than the wirelength constraint of that row. For a row, the wirelength constraint is set
to (1 + ) 1 L, where L is the total wirelength of the row in the original
placement and is the maximum tolerable wirelength increase ratio.
IV. SINGLE AND MULTIPLE ROW OPTIMIZATIONS
Algorithmic Overview (Single Row Optimization)
In single row-based optimization, since small perturbation is desired,
each cell is only allowed to be movable within a small range around its
original position. To approximately implement this strategy, cells will
be processed by groups. Every consecutive k cells form a group and optimizations (including relocation and cell flipping) are performed inside
each group. Note that the groups are formed with the overlap of k=2
gates, which allows us to easily handle the boundary cells in groups.
Only one group is optimized at a time and groups are optimized successively. To determine which groups to be optimized, a multidimensional descent based optimization approach is used. Such an approach
has been successfully used in, e.g., [7] for gate sizing.
At the beginning, a set of groups called IMPROVABLEGROUPS are
formed as follows. Each group in the row will be assigned with a cost
which is equal to the possible  reduction for this group (computed by
tentatively optimizing the group) when all other cells are fixed. Note
that the cost corresponds to the score as mentioned above. As long
as the cost for a group is positive (i.e.,  reduction is possible), the
group is included into IMPROVABLEGROUPS. We then compute the
ratios of  reduction over wirelength increase for all groups in IMPROVABLEGROUPS. A subset of IMPROVABLEGROUPS, called
OPTIMIZEDGROUPS, are then computed as an ordered (sorted according to the ratios) set of groups with ratios greater than a threshold
as they may provide cumulative improvement in cost with small wirelength increase. Optimizations are then performed to each group in OPTIMIZEDGROUPS in turn. Subsequently, group costs are reevaluated

Fig. 1. Graph

G corresponding to a placement of three cells A, B , C .

since they are overlapped, new IMPROVABLEGROUPS are formulated, and the above process is repeated until convergence.
The remaining question is how to compute  reduction for a group
of cells. Precisely, our goal is to compute a new cell placement (for
this group of cells) with reduced  cost subject to the constraint on
wirelength increase. For this, we will first compute the “best  ” solution
without considering wirelength constraint and then gradually reduce its
wirelength.
A. Unconstrained Manufacturability-Driven Placement
When wirelength is not considered, for a group of cells, the cell
placement achieving the minimal manufacturability cost can be
obtained through reduction to the minimum cost Hamiltonian path
problem. This formulation allows us to perform simultaneous cell
flipping and relocation in group optimizations involved in single and
multiple row optimizations. A graph G = (V; E ) is to be constructed
as follows. Each cell C in the group will be mapped to two nodes vC;l
and vC;r in G, where vC;l corresponds to the left side of unflipped
C and vC;r corresponds to the right side of unflipped C . There is
an edge between vC;l and vC;r with weight 0. For any two nodes vi
and vj which belong to different cells, there is an edge (vi ; vj ). The
weight associated with such an edge is equal to the smallest  cost
between vi and vj when placing vi (on the left) and vj (on the right)
adjacently, i.e., P (vi ; vj ). Note that  cost function is in general not
monotonic with whitespace [4], and the smallest  can be obtained by
our  lookup table.
Refer to Fig. 1 for the graph corresponding to a placement with
three cells. Note that weights for edges (vA;l ; vA;r ), (vB;l ; vB;r ),
(vC;l ; vC;r ) are all 0. As an example, we show how to compute the
weight of edge (vA;l ; vB;r ). Since the weight of an edge refers to the
 for the part between the two nodes, we have to first flip cell A and
cell B to make the left side of cell A (corresponding to vA;l ) directly
connect to the right side of cell B (corresponding to vB;r ). Denote
the flipped C by Cf . Thus, the weight for (vA;l ; vB;r ) is equal to
l
r
 P CA;f
; CB;f
.
To compute the optimal  -driven cell placement for this group of
cells, it suffices to compute a path visiting each node exactly once such
that the total edge weights along the path is minimized. This problem is
the Minimum Cost Hamiltonian Path Problem. As it is an NP-complete
problem [8], the following closest-point heuristic (similar to [8]) is used
to compute the efficient approximation. Define a partial Hamiltonian
path to be an incomplete Hamiltonian path. The algorithm begins with
picking an arbitrary node in G. At each step, the node which is not
yet included in the partial Hamiltonian path and is closest to any point
along the partial Hamiltonian path is identified. Denote this node by u
and suppose that it is closest to v along the partial path. We will insert
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF EACH ALGORITHM ON ISCAS’89 BENCHMARK CIRCUITS

spacing between AC is inherited, as that of AE in optimal  solution.
Since optimizations are performed within a group, we need to guarantee that placement of the group will not overlap with its neighboring
groups after optimizations. Thus, location exchange terminates when
wirelength increase ratio of the placement falls below and the placement does not overlap with its neighboring groups.
C. Extension to Multiple Row Optimization

Fig. 2. Obtaining tradeoff between manufacturability cost and wirelength:
(a) two initial solutions with best manufacturabiliy cost (Optimal Litho) and
best wirelength (Original) and (b) an intermediate solution is obtained by
exchanging cells with maximum link crossings (which are C , E in this case).
The spacing with the same color refers to the same spacing.

u to the path just after v . Whenever a node is included, another node
belonging to the same cell will also be included.
B. Manufacturability-Wirelength Tradeoff
When wirelength is not considered, optimal  -driven placement can
be computed as in Section IV-B. This subsection deals with turning an
unconstrained solution into a wirelength constrained solution. Let us
illustrate the approach using a simple example. Suppose that the original cell placement and optimal  -driven cell placement are as shown
in Fig. 2. Our algorithm first identifies an ordered set of cell pairs for
location exchange to turn the optimal  -driven placement (best  solution) into the original cell placement (best wire solution). For this, an
iterative procedure is used. At each iteration, a pair of cells are identified for location exchange. A cell is first linked to its target location
(which is the location in best wire placement) as in Fig. 2. A cell which
is not at its target location and is with maximum link crossings is then
identified. In case of a tie, an arbitrary cell in tie is identified. Another
cell to be exchanged with it is the one at the target location of the identified cell. For example, in Fig. 2, cell E is first identified and it is to
exchange location with cell C . The ordered set of exchange cell pairs
is fEC; BAg.
Cell location exchange is performed to the ordered set one by one,
where spacings between cells are inherited from the ones before location exchange with the following exception. For placement patterns of
cell pairs which can be found in the best wire placement, spacings are
set according to it. For example, after E , C are exchanged in Fig. 2,
spacing between CD and DE will be set as in original placement and

When a row is optimized, its neighboring rows might need to be
accordingly modified to achieve an overall good design. This is due
to the fact that a net often spans a few neighboring rows, and wirelength could be reduced with adjusting several rows simultaneously.
As a consequence, some previously “infeasible” placements (i.e., the
one violating wirelength constraint) which provide large amount of 
reduction may become feasible. This may eventually leads to a solution with more  reduction. The algorithm for single row optimization
can be readily extended to handle multiple rows. In multiple row optimization, m neighboring rows will be grouped to form a row group
and optimizations are performed within each row group. For each row
within a row group, cells are grouped as in single row optimization,
and approaches in Sections IV-B and IV-C can be directly applied.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All algorithms are implemented in C++ and are tested on a Pentium
IV computer with a 2.8 GHz CPU. In performing lithography-driven
postprocessing optimizations, the maximum tolerable total wirelength increase ratio is set to 1% as an example. We first perform
experiments on ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits. Logical synthesis
and technology mapping (using Berkeley SIS) with a cell library
for 65-nm technology, which consists of 22 cells, are performed to
the circuits. Our lookup table for manufacturability cost is built as
described in Section II. Initial placements are computed using FastPlace [9]. Since it does not handle spacings between cells, we scale
each cell to create spacings. CD variation reduction is defined as 1 0
(CD variation after optimization=CD variation before optimization).
The results are summarized in Table I. For Cell Flipping, on average
about 5% CD variation reduction is obtained with 0.13% additional
wire. It runs fastest among all algorithms, which makes sense as the
smallest amount of effort is needed there. For Single Row Optimization, on average 9.8% CD variation reduction is obtained, which improves the results by Cell Flipping. The amount of additional wire is
still small. On average, only 0.32% more wire is needed. For Multiple
Row Optimization, on average 15.2% CD variation reduction is obtained, which gives the best results among all three algorithms. At the
same time, it needs more wire. Multiple Row Optimization runs slowest
among all three algorithms.
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF EACH ALGORITHM ON ISPD’04 BENCHMARK CIRCUITS

TABLE III
CELL FLIPPING USING PRUNING TECHNIQUE IN [5]

Since our pruning technique considers the impact to the not-yet-processed cells, it leads to better manufacturability cost than [5], which is
clearly demonstrated in Table III.
We next perform experiments on ISPD’04 benchmark circuits [9].1
They are first placed using FastPlace [9] and then optimized for manufacturability cost. The results are summarized in Table II. Since the
original circuits for ISPD’04 benchmark are not known to us, their gate
types are randomly assigned. It is clear from Table II that the ratios of
CD variation reduction and wirelength increase are similar to those of
ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits.
VI. CONCLUSION
Traditionally, design and manufacturing process are separate. This
trend should be turned so as to make RETs easy and less expensive to
apply. In this paper, cell flipping, single row and multiple row optimization techniques are proposed for manufacturability-driven cell placement perturbation. Our experimental results demonstrate that > 15%
reduction in CD variation can be obtained in post-OPC stage by the
new approaches with only < 1% additional wire.
1[Online].
Bench.html

Available:
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